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Rössing Uranium Limited’s key objectives is to maintain zero harm philosophy while
achieving daily production targets. To maintain this status, it is essential to ensure that the
work place, processing plant machineries and equipment are safe and in good working
condition at all times. The increasing demand to achieve production targets and
objectives, require that all processing equipment that is required for production, is
operating at 100% efficiency at all times. To address these needs, Rössing has
implemented a 36 month maintenance service contract. The current contract period has
come to the end and a new contract is required for the next 36 months.
The objective of the maintenance service is to allow the company:

 To sustain and improve the current mean time between failures mode at the
processing plant.

 To restore the reliability and availability of the processing plant equipment and sub
components at the lowest cost possible.

Maintenance services will include and not limited to the identification, planning,
scheduling and execution of maintenance task as agreed upon with the Rössing FLM and
or Superintendent.

There are Six (6) main areas of the processing plant where this service is required:

1) Primary Crushing workshop
2) Fine Crushing workshop
3) Rod mills to Tailings workshop
4) Tailings & CCD’s workshop
5) Water Maintenance workshop
6) SX, CIX and FPR workshop

Rössing Mine and its environs operate under the highest safety and housekeeping
standards. All Contractors working for Rössing are subject to its Safety Standards and
the Contractor must comply with these standards. The Contractor will be expected to
comply with all of the Rössing’s Health, Safety and Environmental Management systems
and standards. All safety apparel as deemed necessary by Rössing shall be supplied by
the Contractor.
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